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Abstract
We report the fabrication of devices in which one single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) spans a
barrier between two fluid reservoirs, enabling direct electrical measurement of ion transport through
the tube. A fraction of the tubes pass anomalously high ionic currents. Electrophoretic transport of
small single stranded DNA oligomers through these tubes is marked by large transient increases in
ion current and was confirmed by PCR analysis. Each current pulse contains about 107 charges, an
enormous amplification of the translocated charge. Carbon nanotubes simplify the construction of
nanopores, permit new types of electrical measurements, and may open avenues for control of DNA
translocation.
We report the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) as nanopores for analyzing
molecular transport properties. Nanopores are orifices of molecular diameter that connect two
fluid reservoirs. At this length-scale, the passage of even a single molecule generates a
detectable change in the flow of ionic current through the pore (1,2). They can be used as single-
molecule Coulter counters, and form the basis of proposed new approaches to DNA sequencing
(3). The first nanopore devices were based on pore-proteins (4–7), but more recently pores
have been fabricated by drilling (and sometimes partially refilling) solid-state materials (8–
12). Nanochannels have been formed by etching silicon nanowires (13) and channels with one
nanoscale dimension have been etched into glass (14) or quartz (15).
Carbon nanotubes are obvious candidates for the fabrication of nanopore structures. Pressure
driven gas, water and ion transport has been recorded through membranes composed of many
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (16) or double-walled carbon nanotubes (17). These
experiments showed that the water flow-rate is greatly enhanced inside the tube, an effect
confirmed by molecular dynamics simulations (18). DNA has been passed through a 100 nm
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One sentence summary: Translocation of single-stranded DNA through single-walled carbon nanotubes is accompanied by giant current
pulses.
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diameter carbon nanotube (19) and 50 nm wide hydrophilic channels (13). It seems counter-
intuitive that hydrophilic DNA would enter the hydrophobic interior of a SWCNT but
simulations show that both RNA (20) and DNA (21) will translocate through 1.5 to 2 nm
diameter tubes. The simulations were carried out using very large electric fields (tenths of a
volt per nm) to generate observable motion on the simulation timescale. This result leaves open
the possibility that some measurable translocation might occur at the much smaller fields that
could be implemented in the laboratory. Here, we report direct measurement of this
translocation.
We have made a device in which one SWCNT spans a barrier between two fluid reservoirs
[see Fig. 1 and supplementary materials (22)]. Relative to CNT membranes (16,17) this
arrangement makes it possible to detect signals from the translocation of a single molecule and
to correlate transport with the properties of individual SWCNTs. We grew well-separated
SWCNTs on the surface of oxidized silicon wafers and formed fluid reservoirs along the path
of chosen tubes using e-beam lithography. An SEM image of a device at this stage is shown
in Fig. 1A, where the SWCNT is just visible on each side of the barrier. An oxygen plasma
was used to remove the exposed parts of the SWCNT, leaving the SWCNT under the barrier
intact (Fig. S4I) (22,23). The fluidic pathway was completed by placing a poly (dimethyl
siloxane) (PDMS) cover on top of the chip (Fig. IB).
Each chip also contained control devices lacking the bridging SWCNT (supplementary
materials) to check the integrity of barrier, including devices with unopened SWCNTs. We
used a mild plasma treatment such that 100% of the devices lacking CNTs did not leak (Fig.
S5), although this approach resulted in a large fraction of tubes that were not opened (20 %),
as determined by SEM imaging (Figure S4F). The fluid reservoirs were filled with 1M KCl,
and Ag/AgCl electrodes (BASI MF-2078) were used to measure the conductance across the
reservoirs connected by the SWCNT. The devices passed current if, and only if they were
spanned by a SWCNT that was opened (Fig. 1C), so the interface between the tube and the
PMMA does not appear to provide a leakage path. This conclusion was verified by chemically
tethering PEG molecules to one, or both ends of the CNTs. The current was reduced in one
direction of bias when the tube was modified at one end, and in both directions of bias when
the tube was modified at both ends (Fig. S6).
The ionic conductance of a tube of electrolyte should be given by G=6.02 × 1026(μK + μCl)
cKCleD2/4L Where μk=7.62 × 108 m2/V s, μcl= 7.91 × 108 m2/V s, ckcl is the KCl
concentration in mole/l, e the electronic charge, D the tube diameter, and L the tube length.
Table 1 shows that there is no correlation between the tube diameter and ionic conductance.
The ionic conductance spans nearly four orders of magnitude (Fig. 1C) with only the lowest
conductances (the range marked “normal” in Figure 1C) being consistent with the classical
formula for cKCl = 1M, 1 nm < D < 5 nm (Fig. S7) and L = 2μm. We also measured the electronic
properties of some of the tubes (Table 1) using both their response as FETs and Raman
scattering (Figs. S8–S10).The SWCNTs with the highest ionic conductance are all metallic.
We considered whether the excess current be accounted for by electrochemical currents
stemming from reduction and oxidation reactions at the end of metallic tubes. A conducting
tube suspended in a potential gradient in an electrolyte acts as a bipolar electrode (24) but
enormous fields are required to drive electrochemical processes at the ends of a bipolar carbon
nanotube electrode (25). Measurements with an electrode contacting the SWCNT directly
revealed that electrochemical currents were negligible for the potentials used here (Fig. S11).
To look for clues to a mechanism for the large ionic currents, we used molecular dynamics
simulations coupled with solutions of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equation for transport in the
SWCNT and the outside reservoirs (supporting online materials). The flow rate of water is
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greatly enhanced inside SWCNTs (17) but the MD simulations showed that the electrophoretic
mobility of ions is similar to that in the bulk electrolyte. However, the selective filtering of
anions or cations owing to charged end groups (26) can result in a net excess concentration, n,
of one charge inside the tube. This charge will, in turn, drive an electroosmotic current.
Molecular dynamics simulations further showed that both water and ions flow with an
electroosmotic velocity, v, given by v ??n0.74 for a (10,10) SWCNT. Both anions and cations
are driven in the same direction by an extremely large electroosmotic flow, but only the charge
imbalance inside the tube results in a net ionic current proportional to nv, i.e. ?n1.74. The
mechanism of charge accumulation is complex and involves both charged end groups and the
electronic properties of the SWCNT, and we have not yet developed a quantitative model for
it (see Fig. S12 for further evidence of the role of charged end groups). However, current-
voltage curves obtained at different salt concentrations in the reservoirs, c, can be fitted if n =
3.31 c0.22 M (Fig. 2A). This result is equivalent to an ionic conductance that varies as c0.39,
shown by the red curve passing through the measured data in Fig. 2B. This dependence on
concentration is quite different from the linear dependence expected for a tube of electrolyte,
or the saturation at low salt observed for a planar nanopore carrying a surface charge (27).
In contrast to the full set of devices, the subset with anomalously highly conductance does
show some relation between conductance and tube diameter (green squares, Figure 2C). The
red dashed lines show simulated values of ionic conductance as a function of diameter for n =
2, 3 and 4M. The measured data can be accounted for by assuming that variability in the charge
of end groups leads to some variability in n.
While it might be instructive to study the translocation of simpler polyelectrolytes as a prelude
to the study of DNA, methods such as dye-labeling are much less sensitive than the polymerase
chain reaction for detecting and counting small numbers of molecules.
To test for DNA translocation of SWCNTs, we used 60 nt and 120 nt DNA oligomers with
sequences that were predicted to be relatively free of secondary structure, with forward and
reverse primers chosen to have high melting temperatures to minimize primer dimers and false
priming (supporting online materials).Devices were characterized by measuring current flow
with 1 or 2 M KCl alone, and then a DNA solution (1 or 2 M KCl, 1mM phosphate buffer,
pH7) was flowed into the input reservoir side. A control aliquot was collected from the output
reservoir to check for DNA contamination, and a positive bias was then applied to the output
side of the device. In the subset of high current tubes, we first observed a slow increase in the
background current (Fig. 3, A and B - data are for 0.1 nM DNA). After a time, which varied
from a few to tens of minutes, depending on the DNA concentration in the input reservoir,
large transient increases in current were observed. These “spikes” were accompanied by large
fluctuations in the background current (Fig. 3C). The spikes disappeared when the polarity of
the bias across the tube was reversed, and re-appeared when the original bias (positive on the
output side) was restored. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (q-PCR - supporting online
materials) showed that DNA was translocated in devices manifesting these large spikes.
Translocation occurred only in those tubes with conductances (prior to DNA addition) of > 2
nS (Fig. 1C). Some devices that showed instabilities in the background but no large current
spikes (Fig. 3F) gave negative PCR results. We also tested for translocation in “failed” control
devices (i.e., lacking the CNT and deliberately over-etched) that displayed leakage current. A
few, with very large leakage current showed evidence of DNA in the output well, but none
displayed spikes, regardless of the magnitude of the leakage current. Thus, the spikes signal
translocation of DNA through the SWCNTs.
Quantitative PCR also provides a measure of the number of molecules collected. We collected
small aliquots of fluid from the output reservoir by flushing the system through with excess
buffer, and concentrated the solution using a Microcon YM-10 centrifugal filter so that we
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could redilute with PCR buffer. The filter losses were found to be highly variable, more so at
low DNA concentrations, and account for much of the stated uncertainty in our results. We
calibrated the PCR reaction with known amounts of DNA and, for two data points, calibrated
filter losses by adding a known amount of a second sequence (with orthogonal primers) and
carrying out a PCR analysis of both the target and calibration samples. The final molecule
count was corrected for filter losses and dilution during the sample collection. The various
errors in these steps tend to underestimate the amount of DNA that translocated so the final
results are probably lower limits. PCR was limited to the first use of a device, and we rejected
samples from chips that showed contamination in the control samples collected.
We were able to carry out PCR on samples collected from 12 devices that had a conductance
> 2 nS. Of these, four had DNA contamination in control samples, leaving the eight devices
listed in Table 2. Two of these showed no spikes and yielded no PCR signal. The remaining
six all appeared to pass more than one molecule per spike. In particular, tubes HL-4-1-36 and
A136, for which the filter recovery was directly measured with a control sample, passed at
least 30 to 40 molecules for each spike. It is possible that the tube fills entirely with DNA, the
spike signaling the cooperative emptying (or possibly filling) of the tube. The uncertainties in
the PCR measurement are too large to reveal any significant difference between the number
of molecules per spike for the 60 nt sample (23, 13, 34, 41) and the 120 nt sample (88, 16)
though the spike frequency was much lower in the two 120 nt runs, and the spike duration
significantly longer (Fig. S13,S14).
Figure 4A shows data for the spiking-rate as a function of bias for two different tubes passing
60 nt DNA. The spike rate increased with applied bias, and the two tubes showed different
threshold biases for the onset of spikes (and hence translocation). For the 60 nt DNA, the spike
amplitudes are about 5% of the baseline current (Fig. 4B) and their duration is between 3 and
100 ms, independent of applied bias, so long as it is above the threshold for translocation. The
product of the spike duration and amplitude yields the charge contained in each spike (Fig.
4C). This is remarkably large, at about 1 pC or 107 electrons in each spike. Fan et al. explained
positive charge spikes observed in nanochannels as a consequence of additional mobile ions
brought into the channel by DNA molecules (13). Filling the tubes (2 μm long) with 100 (20
nm long) 60 nt DNA oligomers, each carrying 60 excess electronic charges would account for
only 1 part in 10,000 of the observed charge in each spike. The spikes must originate with large
changes in the polarization outside the tubes, much as observed in junctions between micro-
and nano-channels (28). The charge accumulation caused by the asymmetrical current in the
SWCNT might be the source of this polarization, but further modeling is required to shed light
on this unusual signal.
The excess ionic conductance appears to be a characteristic of metallic tubes, and we have
proposed a mechanism based on electroosmotic flow resulting from trapped charge. Tubes
with high ionic conductance will transport DNA molecules, giving a distinctive and
unexpectedly large electrical signal of translocation. This kind of nanopore combines a long
channel (in which translocation speed might be slowed) with an “integrated” electrode that
might prove useful in new schemes for sequencing DNA by tunneling (3). The ability to select
metallic SWCNTs of a desired diameter (29) may open the way for production of devices with
particular pore sizes.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.
A. A single nanopore device was fabricated by growing SWCNTs at low densities on an
oxidized Si wafer. We used cobalt catalyst particles with ethanol vapor as the carbon source
in conditions most likely to produce high-quality SWCNTs with an outside diameter of 1 to 2
nm (30). A 700 nm layer of PMMA resist is spun on and reservoirs opened over selected tubes
with electron beam lithography. The exposed regions of SWCNTs were removed by O2 plasma
etch. The SEM image of the device shows a 2 μm barrier prior to removal of the exposed
SWCNT (pointed to by arrows). Pillars in the reservoir support the PDMS cover. B. Optical
micrograph taken through a PDMS cover. The reservoirs (“IR” = input, “OR” = output) span
the barrier between PDMS channels at an angle of about 60°. “AM” marks the location of one
set of alignment markers. C. Current flows through the single SWCNTs and not a leakage path.
With the SWCNT bridging the gap and opened, most tubes pass currents in the expected range
(“Normal”), but 20% pass unexpectedly large currents. Some of these (marked in red) also
passed DNA oligomers. These data are limited to the subset of devices exposed to short plasma
etches for which control experiments show no leakage (supplementary information).
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Fig. 2.
Ion transport in the subset of SWCNTS with high ionic conductance. A. Current vs. voltage
applied to Ag/AgCl reference electrodes for a 2 μ long, 1.7 nm diameter SWCNT for various
concentrations of KCl electrolyte as marked. The solid lines are simulated as described in the
text. B. Ionic conductance as a function of salt concentration. The red line is a fit to the cm
dependence suggested by MD simulations. We found 0.33 < m < 0.4 in three different tubes.
The blue line shows the salt dependence of conductance measured in a planar nanopore
(26).C. In this subset of tubes, current at 1M KCl is better related to diameter (green squares).
The red dashed lines show simulations for excess charge densities of 2, 3, and 4 M.
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Fig. 3.
Ion current signals of DNA translation: A. Current (2M KCl, 1mM PBS pH 7) prior to DNA
addition. B. After DNA addition, current slowly increases. C. 5 minutes after addition of 0.1
nM 60 nt DNA, large positive current spikes appear. These spikes are followed by a drop in
baseline over a period of a second or so, and then by a gradual rise leading to the next spike.
D. Representative data from another tube (also 60 nt DNA) with the distribution of currents
shown in E. The DNA causes large changes in baseline in addition to the spikes. F. Data from
a tube that showed both a current increase on DNA addition and baseline fluctuations but no
spikes. No translocation was detected by PCR. The insets in C and F show the fluorescence
signal from dsDNA dye labels as a function of the PCR cycle number for samples collected
from these particular runs.
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Fig. 4.
Characteristics of the translocation signals for 60 nt DNA: A. Spike rate increases with bias
after a threshold that depend upon the particular CNT-the two devices here show spike signals
above 0.1 (squares) and 0.4 V (circles). B. Spike amplitude (squares) increases linearly with
bias, and is about 5% of the background current (circles). C. Distribution of the charge in each
spike for the SWCNT in units of the electronic charge, e.
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Table 1
Relation of ionic conductance with electrical properties (VT is the threshold voltage for semiconducting tubes).
These measurements do not discriminate between metallic SWCNTs and bundles containing a metallic tube, but
most of the tubes are single walled (30).
FET Device ID Ionic Current Diameter (nm) Electrical Property
HL_4_1_41 AP3 10.7 ± 0.05 nA/0.4V 2.0 Metallic
HL_4_1_10AB6 3.4 ± 0.04nA/0.5V 1.7(1.5*) Metallic†
HL_4_1_39 P6 2.5 ± 0.07 nA/0.4Va 4.2 Metallic
HL_4_1_41 AZ3 1.91 ± 0.05 nA/0.4V - Metallic
HL_4_1_41 N2 0.98 ± 0.04 nA/0.4V
(VT ~10V)
0.9 Semiconducting
HL_4_1_37 AB20 0.46± 0.03 nA/0.5V
(VT ~ 10V)
1.3* Semiconducting†
HL_4_1_41 AS3 0.07 ± 0.02 nA/0.4V
(VT ~ 25V)
1.8 Semiconducting
HL_4_1_37 Z22 0.1n ± 0.03 nA/0.5V
(VT ~10V)
1.1* Semiconducting†
HL_4_1_41 M8 <10pA/0.4V
(VT ~ 25V)
3.4 Semiconducting
Raman scattering was used to determine diameters marked * and confirm electronic properties marked †.
The tube marked a translocated DNA.
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